FRIDAY, 5 APRIL 2019
0800 Registration

0830-0840
Opening Remarks - Symposium Chairman:
CDR Daniel Radocaj, USN (M)

SESSION I CHAIRMAN:
CDR Paul Meyer, USN (M)

0840-0910
“F-35 Climatic Chamber Testing
and System Verification”
Billie Flynn (F), Lockheed Martin
Victorio Rodriguez, Lockheed Martin

0915-0945
“T-45 Goshawk Airstart Envelope Verification
and Expansion: How To Turn A Carrier Jet
 Trainer Into A Glider”
LT Jonathan Larsen, USN

0950-1020
“Engineering Judgment Tradecraft:
Strategies For Transcending The Limits Of
Uncertainty From Human Agency”
Lt Col Dan Javorsek, II, USAF, PhD (M)

1020-1035 - Break

1035-1105
“NASA AFRC ARM Project”
Tim Williams (M), NASA
Troy Asher (M), NASA

1110-1140
“Blue Angels A-4 Aircraft
Modification Testing”
CAPT Ken MacGillivray, USN (Ret) (AF)

1145-1155
“Flight Test Safety Committee Update”
Tom Huff (AF), Gulfstream/FTSC Chairman

SETP LUNCHEON : 1200-1300
Kenneth Cameron (M), NASA Astronaut (Ret)

SESSION II CHAIRMAN:
John O’Connor (AF), USN Test Pilot School

1300-1330
“Shooting For Success: EA-18G AIM-9X
Weapon Separation Testing”
LCDR Mike Mabrey, USN (PAM)

1335-1405
F-35B Flight Trials With
HMS Queen Elizabeth (First of Class)”
Peter Wilson (AF), BAE Systems
Sqn Ldr Andrew Edgell, RAF (M)
CDR Nathan Gray, RN (M)
Maj Michael Lippert, USMC (M)

1410-1425 - Break

1425-1455
“F-35 Magic Tanking: When Flight Test Results
Differ Significantly From The Simulator”
LCDR William Bowen, USN (M)

1455-1525
“As Advertised?
Evaluating Updates To A Legacy Baron”
MIDN Susan Johnson
MIDN Benjamin Hogin

1525-1540
“SETP President’s State of the Society”
Maurice Girard (F), Bombardier Aerospace

1540-1545
Leroy Grumman Award
Presented by Eric Webster, Chief WSO
Will Wolford, Chief FTE
Northrop Grumman

1545-1600
Closing Remarks
Symposium Chairman:
CDR Daniel Radocaj, USN (M)

1600-1700
Reception at BDVFD Social Hall

The SETP East Coast Section and The
USNTPS Alumni Association would like to
thank the following companies for their sponsorship

Gulfstream Aerospace
Rolls-Royce
Northrop Grumman
Avian
AEC Systems Engineering Company
KBA Wyle

MIDN Benjamin Hogin, MIDN Susan Johnson
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WELCOME

It is my pleasure to welcome all members and guests to the 35th East Coast Symposium of The Society of Experimental Test Pilots. Technical presentations and a luncheon have been planned for your enrichment and enjoyment.

CDR Daniel Radocaj, USN (M)
Symposium Chairman